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The recent multisump isolation of camping on a tarp
suspended above water deep in Mexico's Sistema
Huautla is surely the extreme (Slolr: r! tl ., )',)\)2.), but the
continued success of camps in making new discoveries
such as in Kentucky's Fisher Ridge New Mexico's
Lechuguilla, and Virginia's Omega System is a tribute to
cavers' adaptabiiity to the challenging extremes of the
caves they continue to push.
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Derek Ford
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Castleguard Cave is the longest cave system currently
known in Canada (21 km) and the foremost example any-
where of a cavern extending underneath a mdern glacier
(l iq. l). It displays many striking features of interactions
between glaciers and karst aquiferg a comPlex modern
climate, rich mineralizatron, and a hoglobitic fauna that
has possibly survived one or more ice ages beneath deep
ice cover in the heart of the Rocky Mountains (i'rxr,
( i9.q3); Iiriri cl ai., (2.()ilt)); \'lrri:'ar'-i irolcl (i9S-i)).

GEOGRAPHICAL SETTING

The cave is located in the northwest corner of Banff
National Park, Alberta, very close to the Continental

En4.l,,t'eJel 14 (1,r,'s.

Divide. The region is one of rugged alpine mountains
with many horn peaks, cirques, and U-shaped valleys
typical of intensive glacial erosion, plus a few small
but high plateaus. The range of elevation is from
1500 m asl in the floors of trunk valleys to summits at
3500 m. Mean annual temperatures are 0 to -14"C
across this height range. Natural boreal forests extend
up to -2100 m, passing into grass and low shrub tun-
dra and then alpine desert generally above 2400 m.
The Columbia Icefield is a plateau ice cap 320 km2 in
area and 200 to 300 m thick, the largest remaining ice
mass in the Rocky Mountains. Valley glaciers radiate
up to 10 km out from it today. Ice thickness and extent
were much greater during the major glaciations, when
the glaciers extended 100 km or more from tl're icecap,
with only the mountain peaks protruding as nunataks.

The karst rocks are resistant carbonates of Cambrian
age. The Cathedral Formation (>560 m thick) is mas-
sively bedded, very resistant crystalline limestone that
contains the cave. Above it, the Stephen Formation
(80 m) is a limestone shale that can block much des-
cending groundwater but leaks readily through some
major fractures (i.e., it is an aquitard). It is overlain by
further thick-bedded limestones and dolostones, the
Eldon and Pika Formations. The summit strata are
mechanically weaker shales, sandstones, and dolo-
stones. Beneath the Icefield, around the cave and north
of it, these rocks dip regularly south-southeast at 4 to
6". South of the cave and parallel to it there is a sharp
downfold in the Cathedral rocks that caused some slip-
page of bedding planes (thrusting) to the north. A val-
ley is excavated along the downfold, with a glacier
from the Icefield at its head and the Castleguard River
starting at tl're glacier snout. Castleguard karst ground-
water drainage reaches the river via 60 or more springs.

On the surface, the Cathedral limestones host a suite
of small but typical alpine karst landforrns such as kar-
ren, solution and suffosion dolines, and vertical shafts.
They are particularly well seen in the Meadows, a

broad, shallow valley north of the cave mouth (i 'g. t).
Many of these features were overridden and lightly
eroded by glaciers during a minor re-advance-the
"Little Ice Age," which occurred during the past 500
years. The glaciers are now receding. Meltwater
streams sink underground around their edges or in the
Meadows. At places, streams can be heard cascading
down shafts still concealed beneath the flowing ice.

MORPHOLOGY AND GENESIS

Castleguard Cave is a textbook example of a meteoric
water dissolutional cave in limestone. Cavers can enter it
only at its downstream end at 2010 m asl in the north
wall of Castleguard River valley, more than 300 m above
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Schematic section through Castleguard

Castleguard Cave. Castleguard II, and the Meadows'
Mountain, Alberta, Canada. showing the gcological formations, the location rl{

the valley floor. From there, the cave ascends 386 m to
terminations underneath the Icefield, where explorers

are farther from their only entrance (and exit) than in any

other known cave. There are three distinct morphologic

sections. The Hesduard Complex is comprised of inlet pas-

sages beneath the modern Icefield that were created by

refeated glacial blockage and rerouting of sinking waters

in the past. The passages are plugged by glacier ice or

debris ioday. Younger vadose shafts pass down through

them and become blocked by constrictions or debris

below. Tlre Downstreatll ot Entrance Cotnplex includes low
tunnels in two major bedding planes created by flooding
and obstructions by glacier ice in Castleguard Valley in

tlre past. Finally, tlte Central Caue is a sequence of remark-

ably long, straight conduits created where one master

Uedaing ptane is intersected by a pair of vertical joints

that are iit'tk"d by a sedimentary dike (Grottoes Dike)

crossing them (i:r:. 1,\); in the bedding plane there

is some evidence of crushing and shearing, indicating

that differential slip opened it up a little, permitting
groundwater to penetrate at its juncture with the joints

and dike.
The cave possibly originated as a singie phreatic loop

beneatl-r the Stephen impermeable cover rocks that de'

scended more than 370 m below a paleowatertable and

then re-ascended to ancient springs just below the

Meadows. More certainly, as Castleguard Valley was

entrenched below the Stephen Formation the cave

became enlarged to nearly its rnodern dimensions, as

shown in jrtri;l'i-'2:i. It was then comprised of two shal-

low, principal loops with vadose canyon entrenchments

up to 20 m deep at their uPstream ends, grading down-
st."u* into pl-rreatic tubes 4 to 5 m in diameter and of
beautiful circularity (r :'r. l). The downstream loop dis-

cl'rarged into the Helictite Passage in the Entrance

Complex by a vertical lift (phreatic shaft) of 24 m.

Following further entrenchment of the Valley, the main

cave headwaters were diverted into a lower cave

(Castleguard II) and residual waters drained through
constriited undercaptr,rre passages in the bottoms of the

loops (l lr:,. 1i,). The undercaptures channel local invasion
waters passing through the leaky Stephen rocks today,
but ihe Centrai Cave and Headward Complex are essen-

tially abandoned hydrologic relicts' The Downstream

Complex, however, can be flooded with terrifying rapid-
ity when waters pour out of another, cluite independent
lihing shaft within it (Boon's Blunder), which fills the first
kilometers of low passages entirely and discharges the

waters through the explorers' entrance (i rl. :).

Modern Hydrology

Modern waters drain underground from the glacier
soles, alpine karst, and Meadows to a set of springs
extending 3 km downstream from the Big Springs,

which are a trio of dramatic overflows 15 to 40 m above

the valley floor (i:'1. '). The waters flow through the

putative series of ir-raccessible caves (Castleguard II), as

iliustrated in ) ,,:,.::'rr :'. The Artesian Spring, the lowest
in elevation, is perennial. As the annual melt season

progresses, upstream springs such as Gravel and

Watchman springs begin to flow. The Big Springs,

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAVES
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(A) The initial phreatic passagcs in the Central Cave and Downstrcam Complex showing the master bedding plane and inter-

secting vertical fractures thatiuided in"..,.'it"r"y discharged into the Entrance Complex bedding planes via P24, a vertical shaft up a small

fault. (B) The cave at the ctoseif the principal enlurge*enl phase. Drawdown vadose canyons supplied water to a succession of shallow phrc-

atic loops. (C) The modern.ur",,-u'li invasion vadose streims have cut shafts and underfit trenches in the drained galleries and arc lost into

impeneirabiy small, undercapture passages continuing on down into Castleguard II.

100 m higher than th^e Artesian Spring, have a maxi-

mum discharge >7 m' s-t and handle average summer

floods. Their capacity is exceeded when there is very

strong melting at tl're head of the Meadows and/or on

the Icefield. Gloundwater tl-ren backs up in the aquifer

until it floods Boon's Blunder and the Downstream

Complex of the cave, 270 m above the Big Springs'

Cave discharges can be >5 m3 s-t. Tracer dye placed in

glacier edge sinkholes can reach the Big Springs 4* km
distant and 750 m lower in as little as 3.5 hours' This is

again a textbook example-here, of a dynamic alpine
karst aquifer. The large number and great height range

of its springs are attributed to repeated disruptions
such as debris plugs during the glaciations.

The Boon's Blunder flooded shaft was dived for the

first time in 1,987, when it was found to be a phreatic

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CAVES
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lifting shaft like the 24-m shaft into the Central Cave.
It reaches the same master bedding plane (t:ig. ?-A),

where a bedding passage trends northwest up the stra-
tal dip and subparallel to the First Fissure. In a series

of dives in 2009 and 2010 the British cave diver,

The architecture of phreatic looping in
the Central Cave: (A) In the Central Grotto, a cross-

section on the master bedding plane (ii:'. llA) and
aligned on a Neptunian dike (on left). Water flowed
gcntly upslope here to spill down into (B) the First
Fissure, a vadose entrenchment below the mastcr
plane (seen in roo0, and then into (C) the Subway, a

textbook example of the ideal phreatic passage. At the
downstream end of the Subway, the water thcn flowe'd
upward again under hydrostatic pressure, crcating (D)
the 24-m Shaft, a phrcatic lifting element.

(A) The Ice Crawls; the residue of sum-
mer floodwaters is frozen solid in the exploring sea-

son, April. (B) The Ice Crawls end at this floodwater
phreatic lift, a 7-m shaft whcrc the violent flow creates
a shingle beach at thc foot. (C) Scene 100 meters from
the cntrance in june, with the 7-m shafi in far rear.
The winter airflow in has revcrsed and moist flow out
of thc cave has coated its frozen walls with hoarfrost.
The first flood will rcmovc this. (D)'Ihe cavc cntrancc
at the end of wintcr, overlooked by the Watchman
peak in the background.

Martin Groves, swam this upstream for 845 m before
reaching the air-filled subway-type passage that
remains to be explored. From his estimates of the pas-
sage dimensions the volume of water in perched stor-
age here is - 6000 m', which compares very well with
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an estimate of 5400 m3 that Smart (1983) derived from
change of D/H ratio in the waters over the course of
the first summer flood event, that is, that the water is

being expelled by simple piston flow.

Cave Sediments, Speleothems, and Dating

Subglacial boulders, gravel, and sand were swept or
bulldozed into the head of the cave. Many have been par-

tially cemented by calcite and later eroded, indicating a

long history of filling and removal. Throughout the

Central Cave are remnants of three partial fillings with
varved silts and clays, separated by phases of erosion or
calcite deposition. They are deposits of glacier flour, set-

tled out of suspension on occasions when the cave

became backflooded with subglacial waters because the

Casileguard Valley was filled with flowing ice.

Despite its location beneath glaciers or alpine desert,

the cave beyond the modern entrance flood zone is well
decorated with speleothems, chiefly very pure, white
calcite. There has been much speculation about mechan-

isms for its deposition in the absence of any sources of
soil CO2 overhead (see ,\tkinson, 198.i). There is one

double layer of cave pearls that are all edge-rounded

cubes 5 to 7 mm in diameter, a unique deposit. In the

warmer central sector (temperature of *2 to *3'C, rela-

tive humidity of >95%), there are small evaporative
aureoles of aragonite, huntite, hydromagnesite, gypsum,
mirabilite, and epsomite; evaporation in these extreme

conditions is due to strong drafts blowing through the

cave when it is not in flood.
Although most speleothems aPPear to postdate the

latest phase of varve deposition, there are many
remains of older stalactites and stalagmites that suf-
fered erosion during one or more varve floods.
Uranium series dating and paleomagnetic studies of
some of the oldest examples show that the cave

became relict (1.e., Castleguard II was already well
developed) more than 780,000 years ago. The varved
clays are younger. This antiquity is typical of multi-
level alpine caves.

THE CLIMATE OF THE CAVE

Castleguard Cave is a chilly place; however, because

it passes through a big mountain (Fig. 1) the geother-

mal heat flux is able to warm the central, most

ffiHW"
. The proportionai flow model of the inaccessible Castleguard II cave system, its feeder invasion vadose shafts, and discharge

springs that t,-,.,,.,r, i19s3) derived from quaniitative hydrological studies- Cross-sectional areas of individual passages are proportional to their

,|,u.""ot the total groundwater flow meisured in the system, and their complicated pattem of interconnections is deduced from dye tracing

and flood overflow behavior.
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insulated parts around the Grottoes to approximately
3'C. In winter, this is much warmer than outside tem-
peratures. The cave then functions as a chimney, with
the warmer central cave air flowing upstream into the
sole of the Icefield and dense, cold air pouring in
through the explorers' entrance to replace it. The cold,
dry air freezes residual pools of summer floodwater in
the Entrance Complex, giving cavers a 300-m belly
crawl over dusty ice. The first liquid water is encoun-
tered only 1km inside the cave. There is a subsidiary
daily effect because the draft is strongest and coldest
immediately before dawn, not a good time to be com-
ing out through the ice crawls. In summer, the
dynamic situation is reversed as cold, moist air from
the interior flows down and out through the explorers'
entrance into the warm exterior. Thick hoarfrost is
deposited onto the chilled entrance walls until the first
floods of summer arrive to remove it.

An unexpected feature of the 2009 and 2010 dives
was that the temperature of the perched water body in
Boon's Blunder was gauged at 5"C, whereas air and
seepage water temperatures in the Central Cave a few
hundred meters away at the same elevation do not rise
above 3.0 to 3.5'C; the heart of the mountain is chilled
below its geothermal balance by the winter airflow here.

THE FAUNA OF CASTLEGUARD

Harsh as conditions are, the cave has a small popula-
tion of animals that prefer it or are entirely dependent on
its protection. The first, troglophiles, are packrats nesting
above the floodwater limits in the Entrance zone. They
have their own private enhances from the Meadows
overhead that are too small for human cavers. Two spe-
cies of blind and unpigmented (troglobitic or fully
adapted) crustaceans live in pools in the Central Cave,
where the water apparently never freezes. An isopod,
Salmasellus steganothrix, is known elsewhere in the
Canadian Rockies. An amphipod, Stygobromus cnnaden-
sis, is known only in Castleguard. It is possible that the
cave served as a subglacial refuge for these species dur-
ing the last glaciation or longer. A packrat nest and other
organic material were found in the Headward Complex
in 1983 and carbon-dated to -9000 years BP, indicating
that in early postglacial times the Icefield had receded
from at least part of it, thus providing some food for the
troglobites downstream.

CONCLUSIONS

Castleguard Cave has proved to be a fine laboratory
for the study of dissolutional cavern genesis and of
groundwater flow under glacier cover. It appears that

lrqcl,1rdet {f L-,rles.

most passages in the Cave that are large enough for
humans have now been found and mapped, except
perhaps in the Headward area and the new discover-
ies beyond Boon's Blunder. The underlying, very
dynamic complex of Castleguard II that drains much
of the Columbia Icefield today continues to defy all
attempts at physical exploration. Under the Meadows
and around the summit massif of the mountain more
than 1fi) mapped sinkholes plus unmeasured subgla-
cial streams feed water into Castleguard III, anotl-rer
almost entirely unknown system that may contain
both extensive fossil and active galleries. There is great
potential here for future generations of speleologists.
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Pui QoWherg and Ofer Bar.Yosef

Boston University and Haruard Universitl

This article offers information about prehistoric caves
in the Middle East. Caves are a source of fascination for
the public as well as many scientists. In this s}rort entry
we will attempt to briefly describe and summarize
some of the discoveries in Middle Eastern caves and
what those discoveries reveal about human behavior.

INTRODUCTION

Caves figure strongly in the archaeological record,
througl'r most archaeological time periods and across
most continents. Caves not only served as loci of habi-
tation where daily activities such as food processing
and sleeping took place but also functioned as gather-
ing places for spiritual and religious activities.

Prel'ristoric caves-particularly those in the Middle
East-are special sedimentary environments (i rri. i). In
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